
Regional Housing & Growth Issues Partnership 
Future Organizational Structure SURVEY 

 
Please help determine the future of how we collaboratively address housing 
and growth issues 
 
Community and stakeholder feedback has indicated that there is a desire to continue the work of 
the Regional Housing and Growth Issues Partnership (RHGIP) within Kootenai County and find a 
more permanent home for the unfunded volunteer collaborative. The work is regionally known, 
accepted and has proven to have affected positive change in housing and growth issues in a very 
short period of time. There are currently two options being considered moving forward. There are 
funding opportunities for both options, partners and volunteers who are actively engaged, and 
ongoing measurable goals established.    
 
The first option is for a new funded organization.  The second option is a merger with existing 
nonprofit CDA 2030.  We ask that you please learn about the two options before you complete 
this survey.  We have posted a summary sheet with pros and cons for each option and Q&A 
summary on the website. 
 
The recording of the December 12th RHGIP Partnership Meeting where a Progress Report on the 
Partnership Accomplishments and future work is reviewed along with the two options being discussed, 
including a live Q&A, is also available to view on YouTube. 
  
This short survey is intended for the organizations and individuals that have been participating on 
the RHGIP's Advisory and Working Groups.  Please share this survey link with your board members, 
leadership, and members.  Survey results will help inform and determine the future home and 
organizational structure for RHGIP.  The survey will close on December 30, 2022.  Thank you in 
advance for your participation! 
 
1. Which model do you prefer for the future organizational structure of RHGIP? w 

New Funded Organization (current entity with a new name and structure) 

Merger with an Existing Non-Profit (CDA 2030) 

No Preference 

Other (please specify) 

 

None of the above 

2. Do you feel like you had enough information to have an informed opinion for question 
1? w 

Yes 

No 

Done 

https://rhgip.com/
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/15efa8b6-b55b-47b0-8e4e-73ade13fa5c5/downloads/RHGIP%20Organizational%20Structure%20Options%2012%2012%202.pdf?ver=1671140509666
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/15efa8b6-b55b-47b0-8e4e-73ade13fa5c5/downloads/Q%26A%20SUMMARY%2012%2012%2022.pdf?ver=1671378404107
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/15efa8b6-b55b-47b0-8e4e-73ade13fa5c5/downloads/Q%26A%20SUMMARY%2012%2012%2022.pdf?ver=1671378404107
https://rhgip.com/meeting-recordings

